Hello,

Do you want to be spotted by international companies, develop your professional network while winning your dream trip?

Studyka launches 3 new international challenges! Present your ideas in a 3-slide PowerPoint document and come to Paris to present your project!

- **The Vinci 2020 Global Climate Challenge**: Imagine innovative, easy-to-implement solutions that have a rapid and significant environmental impact.
  More than $100 000 of gifts to win! (End of registration: April, the 19th)

- **The Airport of Paris "Ideas for Boarding" Challenge**: Come up with innovative and smart ways of moving in large international airports.
  Win 3 trips around the world!!! (End of registration: May, the 3rd)

- **Hack4Europe**: Create a prototype of the next innovative application and come present it at the Ministry of the economy in Paris!
  15 trips to The Silicon Valley to win! (End of registration: May the 17th)

Do you want to participate? Register on Studyka.com, create or join a team of 2 or 3 members and present your ideas to the major worldwide companies!

Good luck!

Studyka's team